
Human Factors / Ergonomics

 Human limitations, abilities
 Human-Machine System
 Sensory input limitations
 Decision making limitations
 Summary



Definition of Human Factors

…abilities, limitations, and other physiological or 
behavioral characteristics of humans which affect the

…design and operation of 
…tools, machines, systems, tasks, jobs, and 

environments. 

Ergonomics = European synonym 



Design Phases… when consider Human Factors?

Formulation

Detail 

Parametric

Configuration

Concept 

Embodiment 
Design 
(prototype)

Preliminary 
Design



What does the customer require?



What does the customer require?

 User-friendliness
 Convenience
 Effectiveness
 Efficiency, and 
 Increased productivity. 

 Improved safety, 
 Reduced fatigue or stress, 
 Increased comfort, 
 Greater user acceptance, 
 Increased job satisfaction and 
 Improved quality of life
                (Sanders and McCormick, 1998).



Other
Economic
Geometry 
Maintenance 
Repair
Retirement 
Reliability
Robustness
Safety
Pollution 
Ease of use 
Human Factors
Appearance

Function / performance
    Functions / Importance
    Engineering characteristics
             (units, limits)
    Performance Targets
    Satisfactions

Operating Environment
   Air temp., humidity, pressure
   Contaminants
   Shock, vibration

Customer Requirements



Ergonomic Checklists

 Physiological factors
 Psychological factors
 Legislation and standards
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Physiological factors (1)

 anatomy and physiology of humans
 individuals/ groups/ types
 personal/ private/ interconnecting space
 posture
 reach envelope
 heights, widths, depths
 weight/ balance
 vibration/ ‘G’ factors
 stress/ strain/ repetitive actions
 sightlines -view
 dynamic/ static situations
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Physiological factors (2)

 percentile
 mean
 frequency
 data collection/ analysis/ application
 scale models/ ergonomes
 mock-ups
 temperature
 noise/ sound
 lighting - ambient/ task/ pleasure/ colour rendering
 safety
 air quality - dust/ ventilation/ humidity
 protective clothing/ footwear 1 headgear/ gloves/ eye and 

ear protectors 8



Psychological factors

 perception
 feedback/ sensory back-up/ reassurance
 feedback loop
 task analysis
 presentation of information - analogue/ digital/ 

symbolic
 reaction times
 the senses: sight/ touch/ sound/ smell/ taste/ 

movement
 figure and ground
 colour
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Where do we start?



Where do we start?

Use activity analysis?

Let’s examine riding a bike….



Activity analysis for riding a bike

The rider: 
• removes the bicycle from storage, 
• climbs onto the bike and pedals down the street,
• pushes the handle bar to steer around a dog in the 

street,
• slows down by grasping handbrake lever and 

squeezing,
• steers to the side of the road to let car pass by, 
• pushes the shift lever to a lower gear decreasing 

pedal force to climb hill,
• squeezes brake lever to stop at the top of the hill, 

dismounts, 
• walks the bike to roadside and enjoys the view.



What interactions occur between rider & bike?



What interactions occur between rider & bike?

 Use eyes to see
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 Use eyes to see
 Hands/arms to pick up
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What interactions occur between rider & bike?

 Use eyes to see
 Hands/arms to pick up
 Foot and leg to climb up onto seat
 Hand for braking
 Feet and legs to provide propulsion
 Ears to hear traffic or dogs



What interactions occur between rider & bike?

 Use eyes to see
 Hands/arms to pick up
 Foot and leg to climb up onto seat
 Hand for braking
 Feet and legs to provide propulsion
 Ears to hear traffic or dogs
 Fingers to shift gears



What interactions occur between rider & bike?

 Use eyes to see
 Hands/arms to pick up
 Foot and leg to climb up onto seat
 Hand for braking
 Feet and legs to provide propulsion
 Ears to hear traffic or dogs
 Fingers to shift gears
 Inner ear/balance to stay upright



Poor product design?



Poor product design?

 Bike too heavy to pick up
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Poor product design?

 Bike too heavy to pick up
 Foot pedal too slippery
 Seat too high to climb onto
 Handbrakes require too much muscle
 Chain drive geared too high
 Bike makes too much noise
 Shifter too small for finger



Poor product design?

 Bike too heavy to pick up
 Foot pedal too slippery
 Seat too high to climb onto
 Handbrakes require too much muscle
 Chain drive geared too high
 Bike makes too much noise
 Shifter too small for finger
 And many, many more…..



Systematic way to examine interactions?



Systematic way to examine interactions?

Humans that interact w/machine? 
 Employee (that makes the product)
 Installer
 User
 repair person
 Disposer

Machine
 Inputs
 Functions/performs
 Outputs



Human-Machine System – Sensory Limits

Human

Machine

Makes Decisions

Perform Function(s)

Input
Sensory signals

 Output
Muscle force, torque, 

motion

Input
Control signals

Output
Performance displays



Human-Machine System – Sensory Limits

Human

Machine

Human - Machine interface

Makes Decisions

Perform Function(s)

Input
Sensory signals

 Output
Muscle force, torque, 

motion

Input
Control signals

Output
Performance displays



Sensory input limitations

 Sight
 Hearing
 Touch / kinesthetic / vestibular
 Smell 
 Taste



Sight limitations?



Sight limitations?

 Near/far focusing



Sight limitations?

 Near/far focusing
 Color blindness
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Sight limitations?

 Near/far focusing
 Color blindness
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Sight limitations?

 Near/far focusing
 Color blindness
 Speed (persistence of vision)
 Night vision/illumination
 “perceive” (optical illusions, psychological?)
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Hearing limitations?

 Frequencies



Hearing limitations?
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 Amplitude



Hearing limitations?

 Frequencies
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Hearing limitations?
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Hearing limitations?

 Frequencies
 Amplitude
 “perceive” (hear, but not know what caused..)
 Understand (language)
 Masking by ambient/environmental noise



Touch / kinesthetic / vestibular

 Tactile stimulation of skin
(Sharp, hot, smooth, electrically charged)

 Radiation (heat)
 Kinesthetically feel joint/muscle movement

(golf/tennis swing, skiing)
 Vestibular (inner ear) - sense balance



Sensory overload

 Too much input, too fast
 Confusing
 Sensory fatigue



Human-Machine System --- Decision making limits
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Decision making limitations (cognitive)

 Input info---make decision---take action (output)
 Example

Input:     See politician in the road
Decision: Decide to hit or avoid?
Output:   Steer around, or brake or accelerate
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Decision making limitations (cognitive)

 Input info---make decision---take action (output)
 Example

Input:     See politician in the road
Decision: Decide to hit or avoid?
Output:   Steer around, or brake or accelerate

 Simple reaction time
  one stimulus, same response
  e.g. knee jerk, trained response

 Choice reaction time
  several stimuli, different responses 
  e.g. power plant malfunction



Human-Machine System --- Output limits

Human

Machine

Human - Machine interface

Makes Decisions

Perform Function(s)

Input
Sensory signals

 Output
Muscle force, torque, 

motion

Input
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Output
Performance displays



Human-Machine System --- Output limits

Human

Machine

Human - Machine interface

Makes Decisions

Perform Function(s)

Input
Sensory signals

 Output
Muscle force, torque, 

motion

Input
Control signals

Output
Performance displays



Human Muscle Output

 Forces (e.g. arms, legs, hands, fingers)
 Range of motion
 Energy expenditure
 Control - ability
 Size (abilities / limitations)



arm 
strength,
5th %
males



Range of motion



Energy Expenditure / Power



Sizes…    measurements

……a field of human factors that deals with the

measurements of the human form such as 

height and or reach (Kroemer, 2001). 

Anthropometrics



Stature



Control - ability



Human-Machine System

Human

Machine

Human - Machine interface

Makes Decisions

Perform Function(s)

Input
Sensory signals

 Output
Muscle force, torque, 

motion

Input
Control signals

Output
Performance displays



Visual & Auditory Displays

  Visual types include:
 indicator lights 
 continuous readout gages 
 digital counters 
 graphical panels

Auditory displays
 bells
 buzzers
 horns
 Sirens
 tones, and 
 electronic devices that speak



Design guidelines for warnings, signals, displays

 Conspicuity – The display should be conspicuous in that it 
should be prominently located, novel and relevant.

 Emphasis – Important words should be visually 
emphasized.

 Legibility – Character fonts, size and contrast should be 
exploited.

 Intelligibility – Succinctly tell the operator what the hazard 
is and how to fix it.

 Visibility – The display should be visible in all lighting 
conditions including day or night.

 Maintainability – The display should resist aging, wear and 
vandalism. 

 Standardization – Standard words and symbols



What anthropometric data do we use…?

 To design a doorway? Width and Height?
 To design a foot brake? Pedal force, leg length
 To design a coffee pot handle?
 To design a ?
 ?
 ?



Designing for Fit?

Design for the extreme (e.g. doorways, parcel post weights)  
Select min or max size needed to accommodate customers
i.e. 95th percentile of all adult males automatically captures a 

higher percentage of most females and almost 100 percent of all 
children

Design for close fit (e.g clothing) 
Obtain more or less “close fits” for different classes of customers. 
Costly inventories 

Design for adjustability  (e.g. automobile seat, stereo headphones)
Accommodate different customers (types, size, range of motion, 

forces) 



Workspace (design) considerations

Climate  
air temperature, humidity
airborne particulates
odors and harmful vapors

Illumination 
light intensity, color content
glare/ reflection

Noise 
sound level, frequency, duration, 
fluctuations in level or frequency

Motion 
whole body vib., freq. and intensity
head motions (motion sickness)



Summary

 Customer requirements include HF
 Sensory input limitations
 Decision making limitations
 Human muscle output limitations
         Forces, range of motion, energy, 
 Anthropometrics 
 Design for fit 
      Extreme, close fit, adjustable
 Workspace guidelines



Industrial Design

 super-set of ergonomics: goal is to enhance the 
user’s experience

 form/aesthetics
 simplified functionality
 improved human factors
 spirit - wow factors, novel, cool, hip, etc.
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Universal Design

 The design of products and 
environments to be usable by all 
people, to the greatest extent 
possible, without the need for 
adaptation or specialized design. 
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Universal Design Principles

1. Equitable Use
2. Flexibility in Use
3. simple and intuitive
4. Perceptible Information
5. Tolerance for Error
6. Low Physical Effort
7. Size and Space for Approach and Use

http://www.design.ncsu.edu/cud/index.htm
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1: Principle One: Equitable Use

 The design is useful and 
marketable to people with 
diverse abilities

 GUIDELINES
 Provide the same means of use for all 

users: identical whenever possible; 
equivalent when not.

 Avoid segregating or stigmatizing any 
users.

 Provisions for privacy, security, and 
safety should be equally available to all 
users.

 Make the design appealing to all users.
41



2: Principle Two: Flexibility in Use

 The design accommodates a wide 
range of individual preferences and 
abilities.

 GUIDELINES
 Provide choice in methods of use.
 Accommodate right- or left-handed access and 

use.
 Facilitate the user's accuracy and precision.
 Provide adaptability to the user's pace.

42



3: Principle Three: simple and intuitive

 Use of the design is easy to 
understand, regardless of the 
user's experience, knowledge, 
language skills, or current 
concentration level.

 GUIDELINES
 Eliminate unnecessary complexity.
 Be consistent with user expectations and 

intuition.
 Accommodate a wide range of literacy 

and language skills.
 Arrange information consistent with its 

importance.
 Provide effective prompting and feedback 

during and after task completion. 43



4: Principle Four: Perceptible Information

 The design communicates necessary 
information effectively to the user, 
regardless of ambient conditions or the 
user's sensory abilities. 

 GUIDELINES
 Use different modes (pictorial, verbal, tactile) for 

redundant presentation of essential information.
 Provide adequate contrast between essential 

information and its surroundings.
 Maximize "legibility" of essential information.
 Differentiate elements in ways that can be 

described (i.e., make it easy to give instructions or 
directions).

 Provide compatibility with a variety of techniques or 
devices used by people with sensory limitations. 44



5: Principle Five: Tolerance for Error

 The design minimizes 
hazards and the adverse 
consequences of accidental 
or unintended actions.

 GUIDELINES
 Arrange elements to minimize 

hazards and errors: most used 
elements, most accessible; 
hazardous elements eliminated, 
isolated, or shielded.

 Provide warnings of hazards and 
errors.

 Provide fail safe features.
 Discourage unconscious action in 

tasks that require vigilance.
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6: Principle Six: Low Physical Effort

 The design can be 
used efficiently and 
comfortably and with 
a minimum of 
fatigue.

 GUIDELINES
 Allow user to maintain a 

neutral body position.
 Use reasonable 

operating forces.
 Minimize repetitive 

actions.
 Minimize sustained 

physical effort
46



7: Principle Seven: Size and Space for 
Approach and Use

 Appropriate size and space is 
provided for approach, reach, 
manipulation, and use 
regardless of user's body size, 
posture, or mobility.

 GUIDELINES
 Provide a clear line of sight to 

important elements for any seated 
or standing user.

 Make reach to all components 
comfortable for any seated or 
standing user.

 Accommodate variations in hand 
and grip size.

 Provide adequate space for the use 
of assistive devices or personal 
assistance. 47


